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Damien Boyes : Second Skyn: Lost Time [Part 1] before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would be
worth my time, and all praised Second Skyn: Lost Time [Part 1]:
5 of 5 people found the following review helpful. A set up for part 2By Dennis FifeI liked it but I didn't love it. It is
definitely a different perspective on sci-fi. For me, the problem is that the author is like an actor who is so deep into
his own world that he finds it hard to relate to or reach out to his audience. The science of the sci-fi isn't explained
very well so the novel just plods along until you get to the end where I finally came across a host of definitions. Why
not put those at the beginning?!!! By the time I had read 75% of it I realized that there was no way that the author
could finish the story and that I had been ser up for the sequel... except that I'm not sure that I'll bother.2 of 2 people
found the following review helpful. A point of view depends on whats inside your head at any point in timeBy JoeThe
point of view twists in in novel way I haven't seen outside of a time travel story; but here, the time is strictly linear, but
the people are dependent on whether they have been paid up at the memory bank; know who their friends and enemies
are, or even know who they are in linear order. Highly recommended for binge reading or you're back again at the car
crash...1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. Absolutely brilliant read! This is definitely a new author
worth ...By JcszVery interesting take on a sci-fi theme. It is hard to find nowadays a unique book that hasn't been
rewritten a hundred times with "only the names and places have been changed". You must realize when you start
reading this first of the series that it is a 5 part book, not 5 standalone books. It helps that (as of writing this) the first is
free, and the second is also given free if you subscribe to the author's newsletter. Overall, the cost of the whole series
is very cheap. And boy, is it worth it! It is obvious that there has been years of thought and careful crafting into the
story which keeps the reader craving for the next book. Absolutely brilliant read! This is definitely a new author worth
watching and I eagerly await his next release.
Blade Runner meets Memento in a non-stop action series you won't be able to put down...In a future of hackable
brains and superhuman bodies, a murdered cop is digitally restored to a life he doesn't recognize—one where he's
become the bad guy.Turns out this isn't his first resurrection. He's version 2.0, a copy of a copy, and somehow the man
who came before him transformed into someone he can't imagine: a remorseless killer obsessed with revenge.Now
Finsbury Gage is back, again. He's got no memory of the person he once became and he's snarled in the consequences
of choices he didn't make. He's hiding under an assumed name, a fugitive from a murder he doesn't remember
committing. He's pursued by an unstoppable AI who wants him dead, seeking revenge on someone he's never been.
And a determined woman refuses to leave his side, insisting they're in love and planned to run away together. His
former life hangs in tatters, the choices he's left with 'bad' and 'worse.' Should he run, abandon the man he was and
disappear forever with a woman he barely knows? Or stay and try to clear his name, discover what really happened

during his lost time, and prove he couldn't have become the villain everyone claims?Finsbury doesn't believe he's
capable of the things he's accused of, but he's one man, how's he supposed to investigate the crimes of his previous
version while staying ahead of the police and fighting off a malevolent superintelligence? And what happens if he
does, somehow, stop an AI from killing him and find the truth of who he became...What if everyone was right, and he
really did become a monster? What does that make him?Find out in LOST TIME, collected together into a single
volume for the first time. It's the epic sci-fi series that splices Blade Runner, the Matrix, and Total Recall into an
exhilarating thrill-ride packed with twists, tension and page-turning action. Pick it up today...the only thing you have
to lose is sleep.***Still not sold? Here's what people are saying about SECOND SKYN Lost Time: Part 1..."Mashup
Alice in Wonderland, Blade Runner, Total Recall, The Matrix and smatter it with some Larry Niven and you'll start to
get a feeling for how many tracks this collection will have you on.. all at the same time and all at breakneck speed...Be
prepared for what you can't prepare yourself for and you'll be richly rewarded." - Amazon.com Review"Highly
recommended for binge reading..." - Amazon.com Review "Absolutely Riveting..." - Amazon.com Review "A great
concept and excellent writing. I think this just might be my new favorite series." - Amazon.com Review "Scary
technology and a ripping story-line..." - Amazon.co.uk Review "This book is brilliant." - Amazon.ca Review "Today
we see that a compelling premise, revealed quickly, can suck readers right down the rabbit hole...and so far I am 100%
hooked and chasing the rabbit as deep and as fast as the story hole will let me." - Jefferson Smith, CreativityHacker.ca
Here's what people are saying about Lost Time: Part 1 [SECOND SKYN], available for free on now:"An amazing
book. Such vivid, rich detail."
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